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Harvey displaces thousands
WEATHER DISASTER » Storm dumps feet of rain, leaving
emergency personnel scrambling to rescue those stranded
By KEVIN SULLIVAN AND ROBERT
SAMUELS
WASHINGTON POST

HOUSTON — The full extent of
Hurricane Harvey’s aftermath started to come into chilling focus Sunday
in Houston and across much of central Texas, as rain measured in feet,
not inches, overwhelmed lakes, rivers and bayous, leaving several people dead and thousands displaced in
a weather disaster described as “beyond anything experienced.”

Across the nation’s fourth-largest
city and suburbs many miles away,
families scrambled to get out of
their fast-flooding homes. Rescuers
— in many cases neighbors helping neighbors — in fishing boats,
huge dump trucks and even frontend loaders battled driving rains to
move people to shelter. Some used
inflatable toys to ferry their families
out of inundated neighborhoods,
wading through chest-deep water
on foot while the region was under
near-constant tornado watches.

By Sunday afternoon, the National Weather Service — which tweeted
the “beyond anything experienced”
description that morning — was
predicting that parts of Texas could
receive nearly 50 inches of rain, the
largest recorded total in the state’s
history. It also warned that Harvey’s
relentless downpours were expected
to continue until late in the week and
that flooding could become much
more severe. Some 82,000 homes
were without electricity in the Houston area by Sunday night as airports
shuttered and hospitals planned
evacuations.
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Residents are evacuated from Houston’s Meyerland area
as floodwaters caused by Tropical Storm Harvey rose
above rooflines on Sunday.

PETALUMA » HOMELESSNESS

A faster path to housing

Violence
breaks
out in
Berkeley
14 arrested as right-wing
protesters and their
opponents trade blows
By JAMES QUEALLY,
PAIGE ST. JOHN, AND
BENJAMIN ORESKES
LOS ANGELES TIMES
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Randy Clay, COTS lead outreach specialist, talks at Walnut Park in Petaluma on Thursday with Joseph Pedersen, who lives on the streets and sometimes with friends. The program recently received a $500,000 grant from Providence St. Jospeh Health.

Grants to COTS and county aim to help them offer quicker, better aid
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

new initiative by Petaluma’s Committee on the Shelterless to address
chronic homelessness in the southern portion of the county is set to begin
this fall, thanks to a $500,000 grant from
Providence St. Joseph Health.
The funds will go toward creation of an
18-month pilot program that will deploy
a “coordinated care team” to rapidly
address new clients and get them stabilized so they can be housed as quickly as
possible.

COTS’ program is one of two Sonoma
County proposals, and just nine statewide,
to receive funding from the pool of $10 million dispersed in California by Providence
St. Joseph Health.
An additional $300,000 was awarded
to round out the county Department of
Health’s Whole Person Care Strategy, a
new effort aiming to better address the
needs of MediCal patients who are homeless or at risk of homelessness and have
a serious mental illness. Specifically, the
funding will go toward improvements to
the data management system to allow better communication about clients between

the county and local health systems.
The funds are being administered by the
health system’s Well Being Trust, formed
when Providence St. Joseph Health made
a $100 million commitment to improve
mental health care across the nation. By
2019, the trust will distribute a total of
$30 million to projects across the state
dedicated to such aims.
The Petaluma program, dubbed the “Coordinated Health, Wellness and Housing
Initiative,” has a lofty goal: Increase the
number of people housed through COTS
TURN TO COTS » PAGE A2

BERKELEY — Thousands of
counterprotesters took to the
streets of Berkeley on Sunday
where they clashed with a handful of President Donald Trump
supporters, leading to several violent clashes and at least
14 arrests.
The mostly peaceful demonstration started heating up
about noon at Martin Luther King Civic Center Park,
where the two rival groups faced
off and several fights broke
out.
Counterdemonstrators vastly outnumbered the president’s
supporters. They surrounded
their rivals and chanted, “No
Trump, no KKK, no fascist
USA!”
There were shoving matches around well-known Orange
County far-right figure Johnny
Benitez. Some screamed “Go
home Nazi,” as police tried to escort Benitez and Irma Hinojosa,
a member of the Southern California group Latinos for Trump,
through the crowd and out of
the park.
Police in riot gear fired a rubber bullet at one demonstrator who attempted to cross a
barricade into the park, which
was closed to the public. Some
protesters set off purple smoke
bombs.
Some anti-facist protesters,
known as antifa, pounced when
Joey Gibson, founder of the
right-wing group Patriot Prayer,
showed up with his crew. They
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Sailors: Fatigue, training gaps spell disaster
NAVY MISHAPS » Service to review procedures,
instruction in wake of recent ship collisions
By DAVE PHILIPPS
AND ERIC SCHMITT
NEW YORK TIMES

Two deadly collisions between high-tech destroyers and
easy-to-spot, slow moving cargo
ships in a little over two months
have stunned many in the Navy
and sent top leaders scrambling
for answers.
But shipboard veterans had

The Navy
destroyer USS
John S. McCain
was damaged
on the port
side after
colliding with
the civilian
merchant
vessel Alnic MC
near Singapore
on Aug. 21.

long seen signs of trouble. Factor in a shrinking Navy performing the same duties as a
larger fleet did a decade ago,
constant deployments that leave
little time to train and relentless
duties that require sailors driving 9,000-ton vessels to endure
sleepless stretches that would
be illegal for bus drivers and
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